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LTOs drive traffic, help test new menu items and may provide relief from calorie-disclosure laws
Limited-time offers, or LTOs, are a powerful tool for restaurants looking to
accomplish a variety of tasks — from driving traffic and testing new dishes
to standing out from competitors, controlling costs with less-expensive
ingredients, and possibly sidestepping federal menu-labeling regulations.
“I like this topic of limited-time offers because I think they’ve been used very,
very successfully,” said foodservice consultant Arlene Spiegel, principal of
Arlene Spiegel & Associates in New York.
“What comes to mind from a national chain standpoint is what Darden does
with their Red Lobster brand, and how every year they promote their seasonal
lobster dinners for a limited time,” she continued. “Everyone understands that
lobsters are in season only once a year. They’re very careful to mention that there is a time frame, which creates a
sense of urgency. They see about a 12-percent lift in their traffic when they run their lobster promotion.”
With the economic downturn, there has been a “tremendous” use of limited-time dollar-meal offers by almost all of
the fast-casual and fast-food chains, Spiegel said. She added that they are “a useful tool in giving a reason to reach
out to your constituency, your population.”
LTOs also have a more palpable benefit, she noted.
“It mitigates the risk of having to run something that has low margins for an extended period of time, because it
does create cash flow and brings people into restaurants,” she said. “The operators don’t really like it because
usually these are low-margin items.”
Spiegel said LTOs could work for fine-dining concepts, too. However, she noted, fine-dining restaurants generally
use a “much more subtle approach to limited-time offers. It’s not broadcast, and coupons aren’t handed out, but
[operators] will create a whole menu based on a specific ingredient that they can feature on the menu. They can
offer wines or produce items on their menus that simply aren’t available other times of the year.”
“There is no question” of the LTO’s importance, said Russell Bellanca, owner of Alfredo of Rome in Manhattan’s
Rockefeller Center and Trattoria Cinque in Tribeca. “I do believe limited-time offers, in any industry — wholesale
clothing, restaurants, whatever it is — work. The psychology of human beings is such that if it’s something urgent,
they will react, and if it’s not urgent, they won’t react.”
“LTOs are incredibly important to Quiznos,” said spokeswoman Ellen Kramer, “particularly because we pride
ourselves on unique tastes and chef-inspired flavor combinations and recipes.”
LTOs, because of their temporary status on menus, are also expected to be exempt from the federal menu-labeling
requirements that are part of the health care reform law. Those requirements are expected to be released this spring.
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